Why should you have to...

... start experimenting with AI ideas without having to hire a dedicated in-house AI team

... waste valuable time dealing with non-modelling tasks

... press “launch” and start benefiting from your AI projects in minutes

Peltarion Platform

One platform, everything you need

TEST

Quickly test and evaluate your AI ideas without making large upfront investments

GROW

Grow the audience of your applications without worrying about the engineering

ITERATE

Easily and cheaply iterate, refine, and update projects on a regular basis

LAUNCH

Seamlessly go from prototypes to customer facing applications

The Peltarion Platform is an operational AI platform where you can design AI models to solve problems

One-click deployment

Access your model via Rest-API and integrate your model predictions into your own application

All in one place

Own the whole development process from building over tweaking to deployment

Always cutting edge

Use the latest deep learning techniques without needing to implement them yourself

One stop shop for...

- Image similarity
- Image classification
- Image segmentation
- Text similarity
- Text classification
- Tabular data regression
- Tabular data classification
- Multimodal models
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Liliana Lindberg
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Peltarion is the Swedish AI innovator making AI operational in society through the Peltarion Platform. Our vision is to operationalize AI by making AI technology accessible and affordable for everyone. The deep learning platform we’ve built is the rocket that will take us there!

CLICK HERE TO READ MORE